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ALL-NEW Polaris 600R Race Sled: 
The AXYS®-Inspired Evolution of a Winning Platform; 

New, Race-Ready RUSH Models Deliver Terrain Domination & 
Celebrate ‘Return of the XCR’ 

 
MEDINA, Minn. (Sept. 9, 2016) – While Polaris snowmobile racers dominate on the all-
new 2017 Polaris 600R Race Sled this winter, recreational riders will experience Polaris 
race-ready technology on the trails, lakes, and in the ditches on the new 600 and 800 
RUSH® XCR models that mark the return of the legendary XCR name and performance. 
 
The new Polaris 600R Race Sled and RUSH XCR represent the Polaris heritage of 
using racing as a testing and proving ground for advanced technology that elevates the 
performance of production models ridden by enthusiasts across the snowbelt. 
 
The new Polaris 600R Race Sled is the latest evolution of a proven racing platform that 
has won on snocross tracks, ice ovals, and cross-country courses. This new sled was 
developed through the integration of the latest technology along with race-proven 
features of the previous platform. Some of the same premium technology is also found 
on Terrain Dominating production models like the 600 and 800 RUSH XCR. 
 
“For over 60 years, Polaris has pushed the technological envelope in snowmobiles and 
racing to win championships and to develop suspension, engine, and chassis technology 
for our production sleds,” said Chris Wolf, Vice President, Snowmobiles. “Our newest 
RUSH models feature so much race-proven technology, they carry one of the most 
legendary names in racing history: XCR.” 
 
Polaris and riders are celebrating the Return of the XCR all winter, starting at Hay Days 
and continuing at major snowmobile shows and races. Complete details are available at 
www.TerrainDomination.com, and on the Polaris Snowmobiles Facebook page, where 
the tag #ReturnoftheXCR is being featured all winter. 
 
NEW Polaris 600R Race Sled 
The new Polaris 600R Race Sled is the latest evolution of a title- and race-winning 
platform. For 2017, the AXYS-inspired design creates a 10” narrower sled body for 
better rider mobility and tighter cornering capabilities. In addition to the new bodywork, 
the sled has a new intake system and plenum, windshield, and headlight. New 
instrumentation includes the 600R Digital MessageCenter Gauge, and the footrest area 
has been redesigned to reduce drag in corners and improve under hood ventilation. 



 
The improved steering system features a steering post that is 13.5 degrees flatter than 
on the previous race sled for improved rider mobility, cornering, and sled 
maneuverability. Steering effort is reduced through an improved steering ratio. 
 
The new exhaust system is designed to conform to the sled’s new, narrower bodywork, 
and it is engineered to deliver enhanced performance. Additionally, the sled’s 
performance is improved by: 
• New clutch weight design for improved holeshots 
• A new drive belt that improves performance and provides greater durability 
 
The 2017 Polaris 600R Race Sled also features proven components such as the quick-
accelerating 600 Cleanfire® engine, lightweight crank, industry-leading IFS (Independent 
Front Suspension), and rear suspension with improved shock calibration for optimized 
ride and balance. 
 
“This is advanced technology that wins races and contributes to our development of 
Terrain Dominating consumer sleds,” Wolf said. 
 
NEW Polaris RUSH XCR 
Polaris has long been the industry leader in Terrain Domination, both on and off the race 
track. Several models that excelled both on the trails and in racing carried one of the 
legendary sled names in Polaris history: XCR. The XCR name was introduced in the 
early 1990s on a sled that was a close replica to the model that dominated cross-country 
racing and carried Hall of Fame Polaris racer Jack Struthers to back-to-back wins in the 
grueling I-500 (1991 and 1992). 
 
Like that original XCR, the new 600 and 800 RUSH XCR are race-ready. Polaris 
engineers achieved the goals of light weight, strength, and durability with race-proven 
suspension components, like the chromoly rear pivot, reinforced rail beams, and solid 
bogie wheels. The RUSH XCR is the sharpest handling, quickest accelerating sled on 
the trail with features including: 
 
• The AXYS® Chassis that provides Rider-Balanced™ Control for flatter cornering, more 
precise handling in all conditions, and better control in big bumps and chatter bumps. 
 
• PRO-XC™ Suspension with Active Pitch Control™ to optimize weight transfer. The 
progressive rate rear suspension is optimized for the best performance and Rider-
Balanced™ Control, and it features a Walker Evans® 2.0” Body Front Track Shock that 
Polaris helped develop to withstand higher speeds and, with its increased oil volume, 
perform under higher operating temperatures. 
 
• The Independent Front Suspension is equipped with Walker Evans® Hi/Lo 
Compression Adjustable Piggyback Needle Shocks with XCR valving, giving a rider the 
greatest tunability to suit personal riding styles and the day’s conditions. 
 
• The Polaris Race Technology (PRT) Brake System has superior components and 
enhanced cooling to deliver optimized braking in all conditions. 
 
The new 800 RUSH XCR is powered by the proven 800 Cleanfire H.O. Engine that 
delivers unrivaled acceleration. It has 3-stage electronically controlled exhaust valves, 



an electronic oil pump that eliminates power-robbing gear drive, high-efficiency intake 
and exhaust, VForce® Reeds for the ultimate in throttle response, a lightweight 
crankshaft, and grooved pistons for increased durability and engine life. 
 
“With the new Polaris 600R Race Sled and the Return of the XCR, it’s going to be a 
great winter for Polaris riders – on the track and on the trail,” said Wolf. 
 
 
About Polaris 
Polaris Industries Inc. (NYSE: PII) is a global powersports leader with annual 2015 sales 
of $4.7 billion. Polaris fuels the passion of riders, workers and outdoor enthusiasts with 
our RANGER®, RZR® and POLARIS GENERAL™ side-by-side off-road vehicles; our 
SPORTSMAN® and POLARIS ACE® all-terrain off-road vehicles; VICTORY® and 
INDIAN MOTORCYCLE® midsize and heavyweight motorcycles; SLINGSHOT® moto-
roadsters; and Polaris RMK®, INDY®, SWITCHBACK® and RUSH® snowmobiles. Polaris 
enhances the riding experience with parts, garments and accessories sold under 
multiple recognizable brands, and has a growing presence in adjacent markets globally 
with products including military and commercial off-road vehicles, quadricycles, and 
electric vehicles. www.polaris.com 
 


